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BCS English Literature from 10th to 36th BCS Complete Question Solve found here. Every
year 15 Marks common question comes from English Literature. Besides this, any kinds of
exam regarding PSC, Bankers Recruitment, NTRCA Teacher Registration and various
Government, Non-Government service exam or English Part of Varsity admission exam
comes from “English Literature”. Overall Bank and any kind of recruitment exam question
for the part of English Portion is very much important. Hope this selection question solution
will help the candidates as a better guideline. BCS English Literature 10th to 36th BCS
Question Solution given below:
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1. Who is the author of "Animal Farm"? ✔George Orwell
2. Who is the author of "India wins Freedom "? ✔Abul Kalam Azad
3. Who is the author of "A Farewell to Arms"? ✔ Ernest Hemingway

11th BCS
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4. "Justice delayed is Justice denied"was stated by--- ✔Gladstone
5. Who is the poet of Victorian age? ✔Robert Browning
6. Who is the author of "For Whom The Bell Tolls"? ✔Ernest Hemingway
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7. Who is the author of "A Farewell to Arms"? ✔Ernest Hemingway
8. Who is the modern philosopher who was awarded Novel Prize for Literature?
✔Bertrand Russell
9. Who is the most famous satirist in English Literature? ✔Jonathan Swift
10.Who is the greatest modern English Dramatist?
Answer: George Bernard Show
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11.The Rainbow is--- Answer✔a novel by D.H.Lawrence
12.The Literary work "Kubla Khan" is--- ✔a verse by Coleridge
13.What was the real name of the great American short writer, O'Henry? ✔William
Sydney Porter
14.T.S Eliot was born in-- ✔USA
15."Tom Jones"by Henry Fielding was first published in--- ✔the first half of 19 Century

14th BCS
16 "Tom Jones"by Henry Fielding was first published in--- ✔the first half of 19 Century
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17 What is the full name of the great American short story writer O'Henry? ✔William
Sydney Porter
18 Paradise Lost" attempted to--- ✔justify the ways of God to Man
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19 ."Plebiscite "is a term related to--- ✔Politics
20 The "Poet Laureate"is--- ✔the court poet of England
21 Which of the following school of literary writings is connected with a medical
theory? ✔Comedy of Humorous
22 Who of the following was both a poet and painter?
Answer: Blake
23 Who wrote "Beauty is truth, truth is beauty"? ✔Keats
24 Which of the following ages in literary history is the latest? ✔The Georgian Age
N.B: The Georgian Age was the latest in the 4 MCQ Option
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25 A person who writes about his own life-- ✔ an autobiography
26 Shakespeare is known mostly for his --- ✔plays
27 In Which Century was the Victorian Period? ✔19 century
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28 Browning was the composer of any of the following poems--- ✔Andrea Del Sarto
29 Any one of the following pairs are literary collaborators --- ✔Shelley and Keats

18th to 20th BCS: There is no question comes from this part
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30 Which of the following best describes the author's attitude towards learning?
✔learning is a matter of promoting creativity in students

22nd to 27th BCS: There is no question comes from this part
28th BCS

31 "If winter comes, can spring be far behind"? These lines were written by--- ✔Shelley
32 "Animal Farm "was written by--- ✔George Orwell
33 Who did write first English Dictionary? ✔Samuel Jonson
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29th BCS
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34 Who wrote the two famous novels,"David Copperfield "and "The Tale of Two Cities"
✔Charles Dickens
35 "Into the --- of death rode the six hundred. “✔valley
36 "To be or not to be, that is the ----" ✔question
37 "I have a ---- that one day this nation will live out of the true meaning of its creed that
all men are created equal." ✔dream
38 Who wrote the plays,"The Tempest "and"The Mid Summer Night's Dream"?
Answer: Shakespeare

4.

30th BCS: There is no question comes from this part
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39 Wordsworth introduced the reader's --- a new kind of poetry. ✔ to
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40 The sentence "who would have thought Shylock was so unkind"Express--- ✔Wonder
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33th to 34th BCS: There is no question comes from this part
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41 Who among the following writers is not a Nobel Laureate?
a.T.S Eliot
b.Grahame Greene
c.Toni Morrison
d.Faulkner
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Answer: b.✔Grahame Green
42 Who wrote the following lines,"All at once I saw a crowd, a host of golden daffodils”
✔Wordsworth
43 The play "Arms and the Man "is by--- ✔George Bernard Shaw
44 The "climax "of a plot is what happens-- ✔at the height
45 Othelo is Shakespeare's play about-- ✔A Moor
46 In the 18th century, the Mughal Empire begins to--- ✔disintegrate
47 Riders to the Sea is--- ✔a one-act play
48 Which of the following writers belong to the Elizabethan period? ✔Christopher
Marlowe
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49 "To be or not to be that is the question "-is a famous dialogue from--- ✔Hamlet
50 Find the odd man out--- ✔George Eliot
51 Find the odd man out --- ✔ As I Lay Dying
52 The poem "Isle of Innisfree"is written by--- ✔W.B.Yeats

36th BCS
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53 The romantic age in English Literature began with the publication of --- ✔Preface to
Lyrical Ballad
54 Elegy written in a country churchyard "is written by--- ✔Thomas Gray
55 Shakespeare's "Meausure for Meausure" is a successful -- ✔comedy
56 Which of the following books is written by Thomas Hardy? ✔The Return of the
Native
57 Frailty thy name is women"is a famous dialogue form -- ✔W.Shakespeare
58 The poem "The Solitary Reaper"is written by-- ✔W.Wordsworth
59 The Merchant of Venice is a Shakespeare play about -- ✔a jew
60 The play Candida is by-- ✔G.B.Shaw
61 The climax of a plot is what happens--- ✔at the height
62 London Town is found a living being in the works of --- ✔Charles Dickens
63 "Child is the father of man" is taken from the poem of--- ✔W.Wordsworth
64 Man is the political animal -who said this? ✔Aristotle
65 Who is the known as "the poet of nature"? ✔W.Wordsworth
66 A passage to India is written by--- ✔E.M.Forster
67 "Gitanjali"of Rabindranath Tagore was translated by --N.B: There is no Answer here, because Rabindranath was the Translator of Gitanjali
itself, but His Name was not found in the MCQ Option.
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In the other hand, W.B Yeats wrote the Introduction of Translate ‘‘Song Offerings” of
Gitanjali
68. Who of the following writer's was not a novelist? ✔W.B.Yeats
69. Which of the following writer's belongs to the romantic period in English Literature?
✔S.T.Coleridge
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